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One-dimensional electronic instabilities at the edges of MoS2
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The one-dimensional (1D) metallic states that appear at the zigzag edges of semiconducting two-dimensional
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) result from the intrinsic electric polarization in these materials,
which for D3h symmetry is a topological invariant. These 1D states are susceptible to electronic and structural
perturbations that triple the period along the edge. In this paper we study possible spin-density waves (SDWs)
and charge-density waves (CDWs) at the zigzag edges of MoS2, using first-principles density-functional theory
calculations. Depending on the detailed structures and termination of the edges, we observe either combined
SDW/CDWs or pure CDWs, along with structural distortions. In all cases the driving force is the opening of a
band gap at the edge. The analysis should hold for all group VI TMDCs with the same basic structure as MoS2.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) have emerged
in the past decade as a new class of two-dimensional (2D)
materials with attractive electronic and optical properties. In
particular, the group of compounds MX2, M = Mo, W; X =
S, Se, Te, has been at the center of attention. In the bulk 2H-
phase, these materials are indirect semiconductors. Because
they have a layered structure, where the interlayer bonding is
Van der Waals force, two-dimensional (2D) layers can be iso-
lated by micromechanical cleaving, or they can be grown by
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or atomic layer deposition
(ALD). These 2D layers are direct semiconductors with band
gaps in the range 1–2 eV [1,2], which makes them interesting
for optoelectronic applications, and, as they also exhibit some
catalytic activity, for photo-catalytic applications [3–5].

Growing 2D MX2 layers, one naturally produces finite-
sized structures with edges and grain boundaries [6,7].
Somewhat surprisingly, such one-dimensional (1D) structures
are typically not semiconducting, but metallic at room tem-
perature. To find edges to be metallic is not so extraordinary
as such, as the atoms at the edge lack the full coordination
of atoms in the bulk. Hence they commonly have dangling
bonds that are partially occupied, leading to metallicity. This
type of metallicity is however fragile, as it vanishes when
the dangling bonds are saturated by adsorbants, which readily
happens under ambient conditions, for instance. In contrast,
the metallicity of MX2 edges and grain boundaries seems to
be robust. Not only does it occur in ultra-high vacuum (UHV),
but also under ambient conditions, and it does not seem to
depend critically on the details of the edge structure [8–10].

The 1D edges and grain boundaries of 2D MX2 layers
seem therefore well suited to study the physics of 1D metal-
lic systems. As both electron-electron and electron-lattice
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interactions are particularly effective in one dimension, one
expects 1D metals to be very responsive to such interactions.
From experiment, different scenarios for such responses have
been proposed, ranging from Peierls structural reconstructions
or charge density waves (CDWs) driving a metal-insulator
transition, to a Tomonaga-Lüttinger liquid with spin-charge
separation [10–12].

Several computational studies have addressed the elec-
tronic structure of MX2 edge states, of zigzag edges in
particular. The emergence of magnetic moments on the metal
atoms at the edges has been proposed [13–17], and reconstruc-
tions of the MX2 edges have been explored, where, depending
on the exact edge termination, structures have been suggested
that triple the period along the edge [18], or double the period
[19]. Some terminations are found to give rise to multiple
(meta)stable structures [20]. In previous work, we have argued
by means of first-principles calculations, that in mirror twin
boundaries (MTBs), spin density waves (SDWs) coupled with
charge density waves (CDWs), localized at the MTBs, drive a
metal-insulator transition, with band gaps ∼0.1 eV as a result
[21], where the symmetry of the MX2 lattice dictates the
periodicity of these SDW/CDWs.

In this paper we generalize these results by studying
possible SDW/CDWs at different edge structures, using first-
principles calculations at the level of density functional theory
(DFT), including DFT + U. We use monolayer MoS2 as an
example of the class of MX2 materials. The edges with zigzag
orientation are the most interesting, because they are the ones
that emerge naturally under growth conditions, so we focus
on these. We argue that at these edges, possible SDW/CDWs
should have a periodicity of (a multiple of) 3a, with a the
primitive lattice constant along the edge, which is dictated by
topology and the symmetry of the lattice.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present
our structural nanoribbon model for the edges, and the tech-
nical details of the DFT calculations. We also summarize
the topological and symmetry arguments that predict metallic
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edge states, which are partially occupied states localized at
the edges, with energies within the band gap of the MX2

monolayer, as well as the exact occupancy dictated by these
arguments. In Sec. III, we present the results on the different
zigzag edges, the Mo edge and the S edge, and of different
structural and chemical modifications of these edges. Finally,
the results and conclusions are summarized in Sec. IV.

II. METHODS AND MODEL

We use first-principles electronic structure calculations
at the level of density functional theory (DFT). All DFT
calculations are done with the VASP package [22–26],
using the generalized gradient approximation/Perdew-Burke-
Ernzerhof (GGA/PBE) [27] and PBE + U functionals and the
projected augmented wave (PAW) method, while treating the
Mo 4d , 5s, 4p, and the S 3p and 3s shells as valence electrons.
We use a plane wave kinetic energy cutoff of 400 eV, and a
k-point sampling along the edge of 24 and 8 points for cells
with 1×, and 3× periodicity, respectively. Upon relaxing the
structures, the ultimate forces acting on the atoms are below
0.01 eV/Å, and the electronic convergence criterion is set to
10−5 eV/cell.

Although onsite Coulomb and exchange interactions in
4d transition metals, such as Mo, are typically weaker than
in 3d transition metals, first-principles calculations on tran-
sition metals and transition metal oxides have shown that
Hubbard U values of order 3 eV are quite reasonable for
4d transition metal atoms [28,29]. In 2D materials, where
electronic screening is weaker than in 3D, one may expect
similar values at least. We include such on-site Coulomb and
exchange interactions within the GGA + U formalism, apply-
ing the rotational average approach [30], which uses a single
parameter U − J , where we have checked U − J values over a
range from 2–4 eV. Including the on-site interaction with this
parameter setting, does not change the electronic structure of
the semiconducting monolayer MoS2, but it can modify the
(electronic) structure of (near-)metallic edges.

Spin-orbit coupling (SOC) may also play a role in 4d
transition metal compounds. In this particular case, SOC only
gives small (<0.1 eV) splittings and shifts in the edge bands,
so we neglect it in the rest of this paper. See Supplemental
Material Fig. S1 for more details [31].

We model the MoS2 edges by a nanoribbon structure,
which is periodic in one dimension (the x-direction in the
following). The width of the ribbon is 11 MoS2 formula
units (the y-direction), and its height (the z direction) is one
unit. With this width the two edges of the ribbon do not
interact directly. For too small a width (�4 formula units)
a bonding/anti-bonding interaction between the two edges
occurs; see Supplemental Material Fig. S2 for more details.
The periodic images of the nanoribbon are separated from
one another by a vacuum space of 15 Å along both y and z
directions. With this vacuum spacing there are no discernible
interactions between the periodic images of the nanoribbon.

It is important to note that in DFT calculations, if one uses
a nanoribbon geometry with two different edges, and both the
edges are metallic, there can be an electron transfer between
the edges to equilibrate the Fermi level. This electron transfer
is spurious if the nanoribbon is supposed to model single

FIG. 1. Structures of nanoribbons, with Mo (10) and S (1̄0)
zigzag edges along the x direction. The dashed rectangle indicates
1× unit cell and the blue and yellow spheres represent Mo and
S atoms, respectively. (a) Pristine Mo edge and S edge; (b) 100%
S-dressed Mo edge; (c) 50% S-dressed Mo edge.

edges as they occur under experimental conditions. It leads to
a different electron occupancy at the two edges, and, in some
cases, this may cause a reconstruction or CDW pattern that
is restricted to a specific nanoribbon geometry [19]. To truly
observe the intrinsic electronic properties of a single edge, the
opposing edge of the nanoribbon must be made insulating to
prevent this self-doping.

A. Edge structures and metallicity

The elementary edges with (10) orientation of a 2D hexag-
onal lattice such as monolayer MoS2, are called zigzag edges;
see Fig. 1. As the MoS2 lattice lacks inversion symmetry, or
an in-plane twofold rotational or mirror symmetry, it means
that for a nanoribbon with edges in zigzag orientation, the two
opposite, (10) and (1̄0), edges are structurally different. The
(10) edge is called the Mo edge, as in its pristine form it is
terminated by metal atoms; see Fig. 1(a). Similarly, the (1̄0)
edge is called the S edge; it is terminated by chalcogen atoms
[32]. Edges with (12) orientation, which are perpendicular to
the zigzag edges are called armchair edges. A nanoribbon
with edges in armchair orientation has two identical edges.
Armchair edges are semiconducting with a sizable gap [16,37]
and not of interest for the present paper.

In a nanoribbon geometry, the D3h symmetry of monolayer
MoS2 is obviously broken at the edges. Upon optimization,
most structures we are considering here, however, turn out to
keep the mirror symmetry σh with respect to a plane through
the Mo atoms, in which case the electronic states can be
classified as even or odd with respect to σh.

Because of the lack of inversion or similar twofold sym-
metry, the polarization of the MoS2 lattice need not be zero.
According to the modern theory of polarization, the latter can
be calculated as [33]

P = e

2π2

∫
BZ

A(k) d2k, (1)
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where A(k) = i
∑

n,occ 〈un(k)|∇k|un(k)〉 is the Berry connec-
tion, with un(k) the periodic part of the Bloch wave function,
and n the band index. In 2D, the polarization vectors form
a lattice P = (p1a1 + p2a2)e/�, with a1 and a2 the 2D lat-
tice vectors, � the unit cell area, and (p1, p2) = (α, β ) +
(n1, n2); n1,2 = 0,±1,±2.... For structures with D3h sym-
metry, the allowed values of (α, β ) are restricted to (0,0),
(1/3, 2/3), or (2/3, 1/3), and the polarization is a topologi-
cal Z3 invariant[34,35]. Semiconducting monolayer TMDCs,
MX2 (M = W, Mo, X = S, Se, Te) with 2H structure,
have (α, β ) = (2/3, 1/3), as is confirmed directly by DFT
calculations.

The nonzero polarization of a 2D MoS2 layer has direct
consequences for the metallicity of its zigzag edges [36,37].
Formally it leads to a polarization charge λ = P · n̂ = ±2e/3a
at a zigzag edge, where the positive and negative signs refer to
zigzag edges of (1̄0) and (10) orientations, respectively. In a
macroscopic sample, the edges must be charge neutral, such as
to avoid a polarization catastrophe. This means that the polar-
ization charge has to be compensated by an electronic charge
−λ. It might be argued that the electronic charge resides in
bands that are pulled up from the monolayer bulk valence
band, or pushed down from the conduction band, due to a
locally changed potential [37]. In the cases we have studied,
we observe that the electronic charge fills additional states
created at the edges, with energies inside the monolayer band
gap. Such edge states are likely to have a topological origin;
they are, for instance, also observed in simplified tight-binding
models [38,39], where the local potential is forced to be fixed
at its bulk value.

As the electrons residing in these edge states must con-
tribute a charge −λ, it means that at the Mo edge (10), the
corresponding 1D edge bands must have a total occupancy
of 2/3. Similarly, the corresponding 1D edge bands at the S
edge (1̄0) must be 2/3 occupied by holes. Clearly, in absence
of reconstructions or other 1D instabilities, both these edges
have to be metallic. Moreover, from the occupancy of their
edge states, one may suspect that the edges are susceptible
to electronic and/or structural instabilities typical for 1D sys-
tems that triple the period along the edges.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We first examine the bare Mo edge with unperturbed 1×
periodicity, Fig. 1(a), and then look at different terminations
with S atoms at the Mo edge, Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) [40]. Bare
Mo edges can only exist under extreme growth conditions, or
are made artificially under electron bombardment, for instance
[9], as any appreciable presence of sulfur dresses the Mo edge
with S atoms [41]. Of those, dressing with S dimers, Fig. 1(b),
or with individual S atoms, Fig. 1(c) are the most common,
each of the two structures being thermodynamically stable in
a different range of S chemical potential. They are called the
100% S-dressed Mo edge, and the 50% S-dressed Mo edge in
the following, respectively.

We study the electronic structures of the bare, the 50%
S-dressed, and the 100% S-dressed Mo edges, initially in
their unperturbed 1× periodicity, and then look at possible
instabilities that triple the period. Of these, reconstructions
or Peierls distortions, which perturb the edge structure, are
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FIG. 2. (a) Band structure of the pristine nanoribbon, calcu-
lated with the PBE functional; the green and red colors measure
a projection of the wave function on the Mo orbitals of even
(dxy, dx2−y2 , d3z2−r2 ), respectively, odd (dxz, dyz) σh symmetry of the
atoms at the Mo edge; the yellow color marks a similar projection on
the p orbitals of the S atoms at the S edge. The figure on the right
side shows the projected density of states (PDoS), projected on the
Mo atoms at the Mo edge. (b) Wave function density at the S edge
at E − EF = −0.1 eV. (c) Wave function density at the Mo edge at
E − EF = 0.5 eV.

the most basic, but we will also investigate spin density and
charge density waves that are mainly electronic.

Under typical conditions MoS2 grows in the form of tri-
angular islands, where the Mo edge, either in its 50% or in
its 100% S-dressed form [6,40], is the most prevalent edge
termination. For completeness, we also discuss the possible
structures and electronic structures of S edges and their sus-
ceptibility to (electronic) perturbations that triple the period.

As stated in the previous section, in a calculation that uses
a nanoribbon geometry with two different edges, there can be
an electron transfer between the edges to equilibrate the Fermi
level, which can lead to an electron occupancy different from
±2/3 at the two edges. Therefore, to model the intrinsic prop-
erties of a single edge, the opposing edge of the nanoribbon is
then made insulating.

A. Pristine edges

A pristine Mo edge is terminated by Mo atoms, Fig. 1(a).
The Mo atoms at the edge are undercoordinated and can
be expected to participate in edge states. Indeed, the elec-
tronic structure of the nanoribbon shows two such dominantly
Mo edge bands crossing the Fermi level. The first band
highlighted in green in Fig. 2(a), has Mo dxy, dx2−y2 , d3z2−r2

character and even symmetry with respect to σh, whereas the
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second band, highlighted in red, has Mo dxz, dyz character and
odd symmetry. The latter band is shown below to have dan-
gling bond character, and is sensitive to (chemical) changes,
but the first band is more robust. The projected density of
states (PDoS) at the Mo edge highlights the typical Vanhove
singularities of 1D states; see Fig. 2(a).

A pristine S edge, terminated by S atoms, shows two edge
bands. The first one, highlighted in yellow in Fig. 2(a), crosses
the Fermi level with very little dispersion. This band has
S py, pz character and odd symmetry, and can be classified
as a typical dangling bond state. The second band is fully
unoccupied, and disperses into the conduction band of MoS2.
It has Mo d character and even symmetry. Typical wave
function densities for the Mo dominated states at the S edge
and the Mo edge are shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c). They
have been calculated at energies E − EF = −0.1 and 0.5 eV,
respectively.

B. 100% S-dressed Mo Edge

At a Mo edge that is maximally dressed by S atoms, each
of the Mo atoms at the edge is fully coordinated by six S
atoms; see Fig. 1(b). This structure emerges under sulfur-rich
growth conditions [13,18,40,42,43]. The S atoms at the edge
have an incomplete coordination, which is partially offset by
dimerization. In fact, the undimerized form is not stable, and
S dimers form spontaneously at the edge during geometry
optimization.

The band structure of the 100% S-dressed edge is shown
in Fig. 3(a). The Mo edge remains metallic, with two edge
bands crossing the Fermi level. A band with a large disper-
sion, downward from � to X, toward the bulk states, can be
attributed to the S dimers at the edge. It has S px character and
is completely localized on S atoms, see Fig. 3(b).

The band highlighted in green has Mo d character and
even σh symmetry. It is in fact similar to the band with even
symmetry identified in the pristine case, Fig. 2(a), but lowered
in energy by ∼0.5 eV. Plotting the wave function density
confirms its character, see Fig. 3(c). The state is characterized
by a bonding interaction between dxy orbitals of neighboring
Mo atoms, and an antibonding interaction with py orbitals
on the second row of S atoms and the dx2−y2 orbitals of the
second row of Mo atoms. The qualitative similarity to the
state identified for the pristine edge, Fig. 2(c), demonstrates
the robustness of this state.

In contrast, the Mo-derived edge band with odd σh sym-
metry identified for the pristine edge [red color in Fig. 2(a)]
has disappeared for the S-dressed Mo edge, confirming our
previous notion that it is a dangling bond state, which is
sensitive to chemical perturbations.

Focusing on the occupation of the edge bands, we notice
that the Mo d band has an occupancy of approximately 2/3,
which one can also infer from the PDoS shown in Fig. 3(a)
[44]. The occupancy can be calculated by integrating the
PDoS from the bottom of the band (blue) at ∼ − 0.4 eV to
the Fermi level (at 0 eV), and normalizing with respect to the
integral over the full band, from ∼ − 0.4 to ∼0.4 eV. This
2/3 occupancy stems from the need for electronic compensa-
tion of the polarization charge, as discussed in the previous
section.
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FIG. 3. (a) Band structure of nanoribbon with 100% S-dressed
Mo edge and corresponding PDoS in the same representation as in
Fig. 2, calculated with the PBE functional; the blue line in the figure
on the right shows the projected density of states (PDoS), projected
on the Mo atoms at the Mo edge, whereas the black line shows
the projection on the S atoms at that edge. (b), (c) Wave function
densities at the Mo edge at E − EF = 1.0 and 0.0 eV, respectively.

C. CDW/SDWs at the 100% S-dressed Mo Edge

Given the metallicity of the Mo edge, and the known
susceptibility of 1D structures to electronic and structural
perturbations, it is worth while to study whether such pertur-
bations can break the translational symmetry along the edge.
In particular, given the 2/3 occupancy of the edge states, a
Peierls type structural distortion may induce a metal-insulator
transition at the edge in a 3× unit cell. A similar transition
may be induced by a charge density wave (CDW) or a spin
density wave (SDW) with 3× periodicity.

Using the GGA/PBE functional, we do not find a Peierls
distortion for the 100% S-dressed Mo Edge, which is in
agreement with the results obtained in previous work [18].
Including spin polarization at the GGA/PBE level does not
change this result; it does not lead to any magnetic moments
on the edge Mo atoms, for instance [18]. To study the possi-
bility of SDWs at the edge, we therefore introduce a moderate
U − J = 3 eV for the Mo 4d electrons [28,29,45]. This ad-
dition does not change the electronic structure of a MoS2

monolayer, but it modifies that of the Mo edge. Starting with
the structure with 1× periodicity, the edge Mo atom develops
a sizable magnetic moment of 0.7μB. The Mo d edge band
becomes spin split, with an energy splitting ∼1.0 eV. The
spin-up band becomes completely occupied and is pushed
down into the valence band, whereas the spin-down band is
pushed up, and becomes 1/3 occupied, compare Figs. 4(a)
and 3(a). In contrast, the band derived from the S px states
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FIG. 4. (a) Band structure of 1× nanoribbon with 100% S-
dressed Mo edge, calculated with the PBE + U functional, U − J =
3 eV, spin-up and down bands shown in the same figure in colors red
and blue respectively. (b), (c) Spin-up, spin-down bands in the 3×
periodic cell, after electronic and structural relaxation (for clarity,
the S edge bands are not shown). (d) CDW at the Mo edge in this
cell; the brown/green colors indicate the change in charge density
	ρ = ρ3× − ρ1× with respect to that of the unperturbed 1× struc-
ture. (e) Corresponding SDW at the Mo edge; the red/green colors
indicate the density of spin up/down wave functions [46].

shows very little spin splitting, consistent with the absence of
magnetic moments on the S atoms.

The 1/3 occupancy of the Mo edge spin-down band sug-
gest to study possible perturbations of this 1D metallicity
in a cell with 3× periodicity Indeed, upon reoptimization in
this cell, a SDW emerges that breaks the 1× periodicity, see
Fig. 4(e), with magnetic moments on the three Mo atoms at the
edge of 1.0 μB, 1.1 μB, and −0.14 μB, respectively. The SDW
also gives rise to a modulation of the structure, accompanied
by a CDW, Fig. 4(d). Focusing on the structural details, the
S atoms remain dimerized, where the distance between two
adjacent S dimers displays the 3× periodicity with values of
3.47 Å and 2.97 Å. Likewise, the distances between adjacent
edge Mo atoms also show this 3× pattern with values of 3.22
Å and 3.09 Å . The SDW/CDW causes a lowering of the total
energy by 125 meV/3× unit cell.

The corresponding band structures of the Mo edge clearly
demonstrate that the emergence of the SDW/CDW leads to a
metal-insulator transition. Folding the 1/3 occupied Mo band
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FIG. 5. Top: (black) total energy per 3× cell of the SDW/CDW
with respect to the nonpolarized 3× structure, as function of U − J;
(red) corresponding band gap at the edge. Bottom: corresponding
magnetic moments on the edge Mo atoms.

of the 1× cell in the 3× cell gives three bands, with the lowest
occupied and the upper two unoccupied. The SDW/CDW cre-
ates a sizable band gap of ∼0.7 eV between the occupied and
unoccupied Mo-dominated edge states [highlighted in green
in Figs. 4(b) and 4(c)]. The CDW also splits the S-dominated
edge band, creating a gap of ∼0.5 eV between occupied and
unoccupied states [highlighted in black in Figs. 4(b) and
4(c)]. The overall result is a band structure with an indirect
gap of ∼0.2 eV between a Mo-dominated edge state and a
S-dominated edge state, see Fig. 4(c).

The emergence of a SDW/CDW does not depend critically
on the particular value of U − J used in the calculation. It
persists for U − J > 2 eV, although the band gap and the en-
ergy gain per unit cell increase monotonically with increasing
U − J; see Fig. 5. Varying U − J between 2 and 4 eV changes
the magnetic moments on the Mo edge atoms by ∼50%. How-
ever, increasing U − J to beyond 4 eV starts to spin-polarize
all the ribbon states, not only the edge states (although the
SDW/CDW remains); see Supplemental Material Fig. S3 for
more details. Magnetic moments then develop also on the Mo
atoms in the interior of the nanoribbon. Moreover, for large
values of U − J , monolayer MoS2 also becomes magnetic,
which is unphysical. Through Bader analysis we do not find
any evidence for multi-valency of the Mo edge atoms [18].

D. 50% S-dressed Mo Edge

The 50% S-dressed Mo edge has a single S attached per
Mo edge atom, see Fig. 1(c). This structure emerges under
growth conditions with a moderately low sulfur concentration
(a moderately low sulfur chemical potential) [13,18,40,42,43].
The corresponding band structure of the 1× cell is shown in
Fig. 6(a). It shows one metallic edge band, which originates
from the Mo atoms at the edge. This band has the same char-
acter as the Mo d band with even σh symmetry identified in
the pristine case, Fig. 2(a), but is shifted downward in energy.

There is also a Mo d band with odd σh symmetry, with
energies in the gap, which we characterized as a dangling
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FIG. 6. (a) Band structure of nanoribbon with 50% S-dressed Mo
edge in 1× cell, using the same color coding as in Fig. 2. (b) Band
structure after Peierls distortion in 3× cell. (c) Charge density differ-
ence 	ρ = ρ3× − ρ1× [46].

bond state in Fig. 2(a). In this case, however, it is completely
unoccupied. Therefore, the electrons required for compensat-
ing the polarization charge reside in the Mo d band with even
σh symmetry. As before, topology dictates the occupation of
this band to be 1/3.

Reoptimizing this structure in a cell with 3× periodicity,
results a a sizable Peierls distortion, where one out of the three
S atoms dressing the edge moves inwards, and pushes the two
Mo atoms bonded to it somewhat to the side, see Fig. 6(c).
In this 3× pattern, two of the distances between adjacent Mo
atoms along the edge then become shortened to 2.97 Å, and
the third one increases to 3.61 Å .

This Peierls reconstruction opens up a band gap of
∼0.7 eV, resulting in an insulating structure also for this
particular Mo edge structure. The total energy decreases by
a sizable 0.33 eV per 3× cell. Unlike the 100% S-dressed
Mo edge, no SDW emerges at the 50% S-dressed Mo edge.
The metal-insulator transition is Peierls driven and does not
produce magnetic moments on the edge Mo atoms.

This reconstruction agrees with results found in previous
studies [18]. There it was also claimed that the resulting elec-
tronic structure shows a multivalency of the Mo edge atoms,
with one out of the three Mo atoms showing a higher valency
than the two others. However, in our case a Bader analysis
does not provide any evidence for multivalency.

E. S edge

The pristine S edge is terminated by S atoms, shown in
Fig. 1, and has a metallic band structure dominated by an
edge state that shows little dispersion, Fig. 2(a). This state
mainly consists of dangling bonds on the edge S atoms, and
is therefore susceptible to structural and chemical changes.

The simplest structural change is the formation of a bond
between the S edge atoms, called the dimerized (D) structure,
whereas the pristine structure is called undimerized (U). The
D structure is lower in energy than the U structure by 130 meV
per 1× unit cell. The S dangling bond state disappears in
the D structure, as expected, but the band structure is still
metallic. The Fermi level is crossed by an edge state that has
Mo d character, dominated by the Mo atoms closest to the
edge. This band is approximately 2/3 occupied, hence it is
prone to a 1D metal-insulator instability in a cell with 3×
periodicity.

Turning to such a 3× cell, one complicating factor is that
one can have a combination D and U sulfur dimers; see
Fig. 7(a). Using the standard PBE functional, the UUU and
DDD structure are higher in energy compared to the partially
dimerized and undimerized structures, UUD and UDD. The
UUD structure is the lowest in energy; upon optimization it
develops a CDW, which leads to opening a band gap of 0.4 eV
at the edge. This is in agreement with what has been found
previously for this structure [18].

However, the UDD structure shown in Fig. 7(a) is only
about 35 meV per 3× unit cell higher in energy. It is still
metallic with a 1/3 occupancy of the edge state with dominant
Mo d character, discussed above; see Fig. 7(b). When onsite
correlation for the Mo d orbitals is turned on, with U − J =
3 eV, the UDD structure becomes the lowest in energy com-
pared to the UUD by almost 500 meV per 3× unit cell. A
strong ferromagnetic SDW develops, with magnetic moments
of 1.1μB, 0.6μB, and 0.6μB on the Mo atoms at the S edge.
This leads to a large band gap of ∼1 eV between the spin-up
bands, see Fig. 7(c), and an even larger band gap between the
spin-down bands, Fig. 7(d). The SDW, shown in Fig. 7(f), is
accompanied by a CDW, shown in Fig. 7(e), which also leads
to a 3× structural modulation. While the UDD configuration
for the S atoms is retained, the distances between adjacent
Mo atoms at the edge display the 3× periodicity, with values
of 3.29 Å and 2.98 Å.

Different patterns of U and D sulfur dimers at the edge
represent local minima in the total energy. If the pattern has
a period that is a multiple of three, then a CDW (which may
be accompanied by a SDW) leads to a gap opening. As an
example, we performed a calculation in a 6× cell using the
pattern DDDUUU. This structure has a total energy compara-
ble to the UUD structure, and a similar band gap of 0.35 eV;
see Supplemental Material Fig. S4 for more details.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The physics of MoS2 edges is governed by its 2D hexago-
nal lattice with D3h symmetry, which allows for a nonzero 2D
electric polarization. The latter is a topological Z3 invariant.
It results in a polarization charge λ = ±2e/3a at MoS2 zigzag
edges (with a the lattice constant along the edge), which needs
to be compensated by an electronic charge −λ at the edge.
These electrons reside in electronic states that are confined to
the edge, and have energies within the band gap of MoS2. As
these states have a total occupation of 1/3 or 2/3, structures
with 1× periodicity along the edge are necessarily metallic.

However, as their metallicity is one-dimensional, they are
prone to periodic electronic and structural instabilities that
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FIG. 7. (a) The side view of the UDD structure at the S edge,
the edge S atoms are highlighted in brown (b) Band structure of
nanoribbon calculated with the PBE functional, focusing on the S
edge in the UDD structure; the green color measures a projection
of the wave function on the Mo orbitals of even σh symmetry of
the Mo atoms at the S edge, the bands highlighted in yellow are
the fully occupied S p orbitals (for clarity, the Mo edge bands are
not shown). (c), (d) Spin-up, respectively spin-down bands in the
3× periodic cell, after electronic and structural relaxation, calculated
with the PBE + U functional, U − J = 3 eV. (e) CDW at the S edge
in this cell; the brown/green colors indicate the change in charge
density 	ρ = ρ3× − ρ1× with respect to that of the unperturbed 1×
structure. (f) Corresponding SDW at the S edge; the red/green colors
indicate the density of spin up/down wave functions [46].

promote a metal-insulator transition. Because of the reasoning
of the previous paragraph, the periodicity of these perturba-
tions has to be (a multiple of) three. Indeed, we find that in
structures of zigzag edges discussed in this paper, instabilities
of 3× periodicity occur that lower the total energy, and result
in a metal-insulator transition.

Which particular instability occurs, depends on the struc-
ture of the edge. For a Mo zigzag edge that is 50% decorated
with S atoms, a Peierls distortion occurs, which generates an
insulating edge. Peierls distortions do not occur at a Mo zigzag
edge that is 100% decorated with S atoms, nor at a S zigzag
edge. Instead, at these edges we find a spin-density wave
(SDW), accompanied with a charge-density wave (CDW),
which creates a band gap at the edges. Such SDW/CDWs
have also been found at mirror-twin boundaries of MoS2 [21],
indicating that they may be a common phenomenon for this
material.

In fact, because all phenomena discussed in this paper
are driven by the Z3 topology of the 2D D3h symmetry,
other compounds that belong to the same class as MoS2

are expected to show a similar behavior. This holds for all
semiconducting MX2, M = W, Mo; X = S, Se, Te, for
instance.

The emergence of SDW/CDWs opens up possibilities for
potential experiments. The spin character might be probed
by spin-polarized scanning tunneling, for instance. The 3×
periodicity of these SDW/CDWs also allows for interesting
soliton excitations, that have fractional charges 1/3e or 2/3e.
Such solitons will occur naturally on zigzag edges with an
overall length that is not a multiple of 3a. At edges with
lengths that are a multiple of 3a, solitons do not exist in the
ground state, but may be injected. In a Coulomb blockade
experiment with STM, it should be possible to observe their
fractional charges, for instance.
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